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Th ank y ou to...
Thank you to…

The editors and readers of Venture
You all are so passionate about what Venture represents, and want to put
out the best work possible. Thank you for always working to make Venture
the best it can be!
Venture’s advisor, Professor Amy Monticello
You were always there to guide me, and to hold back when you could see
I felt the need to lead on my own. I could always count on you for help and
for tips on how to make Venture better, so I thank you immensely! You are
such a kind and encouraging presence to have as an advisor.
The English Department
Thank you to all of the professors who were always so willing to help
promote my events, and cared enough to ask me how Venture was going
this year.
The Department of Student Leadership and Involvement
This club would not be able to run without the help of SLI, and a big thank
you to Casey who has always been there to help me schedule events and
navigate any problems that come my way!
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The greatest graphic designers, Grace and Teresa
You guys are truly the best. You have both stuck by me for two issues of
Venture, and I couldn’t think of a better team to help this magazine come
to life. I always give you the vaguest idea of what I think the theme
should be, and you take that and expand upon it to make such a
beautiful magazine.
John Winter and The Ink Spot
Thank you, John and your team, for publishing this issue of Venture. You
always do an exceptional job and are so kind!
My family and friends
I just want to thank all of my friends and family who have listened to me
talk about Venture, especially this year with everyone having to undergo
extreme changes due to the pandemic. You all have reminded me why
Venture is so important, so thank you.

You
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When the semester turned into remote learning, everything was hanging
in the balance for Venture. Aside from losing the end of my senior year,
I was terrified that Venture would not be able to be shared with its
community. The editors and I had already been accepting submissions,
and it didn’t feel right to just let them go unseen. It has also always been
important that this magazine come out in print, and so I set out to make
this possible. I pushed back dates, but I still kept in mind that Venture
deserved to be in people’s hands. In my opinion, this is the point of art
and writing, to speak to people when they really need something to
listen to. Of course, none of this work was created in conjunction with
the pandemic, but so much of the work that is within these pages are
responses to individuals dealing with pain and loss. Also, in a time like
this, I just feel like the Suffolk community could use something that feels
comforting and this magazine has that effect, I believe.
The theme of this magazine is also very personal. At the beginning of this
school year, Venture’s Assistant Poetry Editor Molly Powers had suggested
that we make the cover of Venture more personal to the students. She
thought it may be nice if we included a student’s artwork on the front,
and I ran with that idea. It felt right that the magazine has a more private
feeling for readers. The font inside is also reminiscent of someone’s
handwriting. I want this magazine to feel like it belongs to each reader that
holds it in their hands. The idea of the magazine feeling more intimate for
its readers is quite relevant to the content inside the magazine; its content
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brings up themes of pain while there are moments of joy and beauty in
between. Please enjoy the 2020 issue of Venture. It is yours.

Your Editor-in-Chie f,
Jacq ueline Janusis
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A Fairytale
Emily Nayyer

There once lived a grouchy, green ogre
who bathed in the mud of his swamp,
puckering his lips, preparing to kiss

the snails made for dinner, and like the king
he was, lived a life he deemed a fairytale

come true, one that would make even an onion
cry. Truly, there wasn’t an onion

in town that could make the beefy ogre
pout. In this kingdom full of fairytale

creatures, the feared “beast” had the swamp

that even princesses dreamed of. For the king hateful - exiled all magical folk with a kiss.

And quick as the day came, the ogre sent a kiss

goodbye to his solitude life. Biting into an onion,

he took on the challenge to bring the smirking king
the princess locked in the tallest tower the ogre

had ever seen. So, with a grunt, he left his swamp
with a singing donkey to win back his fairytale

life. As they trudged further away from the fairytale

town, the trapped princess lay waiting for her prince’s kiss.
Little did she know that her prince lived by a swamp,
and reeked of burned earwax and onion.

A rickety bridge stood before the donkey and ogre

and her, the woman deemed to be the bride of the king.
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The donkey dared not look down and cursed the king
and prayed for a safe journey back to his fairytale

e
al
ry t

friends - a dragon blew fire at his prayers! Yet the ogre
dodged her lonely flames as the princess awaited his kiss,
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the kiss of the ogre who saved her life as his onion
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layers slowly shed on the journey back to his swamp.
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The princess slowly came to love the swamp-

loving ogre because she held a secret not even the king

ev
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ak

n

g
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k

knew. Every night, she peeled away her own onion

layers, revealing herself also a creature of a fairytale:

an ogress. A curse broken only by a “true love’s kiss”;
a kiss - not from the king - from the ogre.
The donkey, back at the swamp, had found his own fairytale,

n
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for he fell in love with the dragon, who swallowed the king and sent a kiss,
while in an onion carriage, the ogress rode off to live happily with her ogre.
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Ta ttoo ed H ands

A sh f al

Mason Newbury

l s to t he

The sun shines through the pale green plastic
Of her Camelback water bottle.

She told me once that she’s had it since 6th grade.

Of t he c i

Large oak trees frame my vision

ga re tt e

As she races down the dirt path to the river,
Tattooed hands thrown to the sky.

Graffiti decorates the concrete walls

She si n gs

Of the tunnel to the other side.
She curses to herself,

Converse sinking into algae.

She tries to keep her balance,

a son g I

Tattooed hands dancing across the wall.

B u t c an
’t seem to
Ash falls to the floor from the end

Of the cigarette between her fingers.
She sings a song I know I’ve heard,

But can’t seem to recall the words to.

Smoke falls from the corner of her mouth,

mok e f al
ls

Tattooed hands pressed against her cheek.

That she presses into her middle finger.

I ask what the symbols she etches into her skin mean

a tt oo e d

The walls of her room flash different colors,

h an ds p

Tattooed hands coated in shades of green and purple.
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Black ink drips from the tip of the needle

But she can’t give an answer.

floo r
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c i n g ac r
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Brown hair crowds her face, falling past the neckline
Of the shirt I brought her back from Boston.

from t he

She’s the person I’ve known forever

end

But only met three years ago.

The only one who knows my deepest secrets,
Tattooed hands always finding mine in the dark.

een he r

fi n ge r s.
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Lauren P iche tte

I see you down there,

lounging on the grass,
legs sprawled about,
pointing up at me

Don’t worry I’m not offended,
I’m ecstatic,

because i see the little one next to you,
feet flopping restlessly,

hanging onto every word

I see you outlining my brothers and sisters,
tracing our family portrait

I see your hand gliding over my light

cl
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y
I see
o
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and find its way back to your chest to rest,
done with its lesson
I wait for more,

but you just stare,
you both do,

wistfully at me

Please don’t forget me,

my siblings aren’t as close as they seem,
let me shine my light on you,

so you remember that I’m up here
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There you go,

snug in my spotlight,

I see you raise your hand again
to point at my light,
you can’t see but I smile at this

is
h
t
t
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il e

I see your little one close its eyes
and yours are to follow soon after,
fall asleep in my twinkle,

but don’t forget about me
remember to look up again,
because I’ll be here,
always,
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ose
,
r
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ow soo
my friend.

nkle,

ou t me
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H ayley Gervais
An acorn is planted

And when it is ready it sprouts.

Green and fragile, it peeks its head into the world
And reaches its innocent arms to the sunlight.

As it grows, the little sprout develops into a sapling

Inexperienced and small, the sapling tries to stand tall
But its young bark is weak and thin.

When the forces of the wind beat down upon it,
The sapling bends to its power.

The wicked wind often gets the best of young saplings,
And many grow up with a crooked trunk.

But the ones that grow thick enough bark
Grow tall and mighty

And learn to stand straight against the forces of the wind.
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Julia Ann Wood

When your dad finally asked if you’d

come along on their annual fishing trip

you sighed as if the idea of him thinking to include
you on such a thing was a flip
of roles reversed and when

that boy pushed you off the tall
low-tide pier when you’d been
flirting with him and your fall
reminded you of the feeling
you’d get deep inside you

when you were staring at the ceiling
in the bath surrounded by blue

water, it’s the sea, the lake, the pond,
the puddle, of whom you are fond.
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Mason Newbury
Click.
Click.
Click.

The sound of my heels against the linoleum tiles consumes me,
And suddenly my pacing isn’t enough to silence my thoughts.
A second pair of footsteps joins me in my venture,

But I fear to look up because I already know who it is.
I feel your presence the instant you enter the room,
The air grows heavy and my face turns red.

I didn’t think I could feel this way anymore,
But here you are,
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And here I am,

Allowing myself to slip,
The way I always do.

It seems like making bad decisions has kind of become my thing.
But then there’s your touch,

And you’re bringing me back,

And though I’ve felt it before, something about it feels foreign.
Something has changed.
Click.

So what is it this time?
Your eyes meet mine,

And I can see a million different answers pooling in them,
But those all too familiar lips are shut tight.
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So that’s how this is gonna be?

I don’t remember when we got here,
But the ships already sailed.
And now we’re stuck here:
On this island,

And no matter how far I run you always catch up.
Will this ever end?

I should probably stop asking when I already know the answer.

,
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he
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e
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y
t
Click.

This will never end,

Starting in different places but we always end here.
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And as much as I hate to say it:
This doesn’t work.

Those words are strangely familiar.
This doesn’t work.

Almost as if I’ve thought it before,
But now I finally realize-

Click.
I’ve stopped pacing.
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Emily Nayyer

Attention, attention.
Attention, attention.
Attention, attent -

be
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ionizing radiation levels soared on April 26th, 1986

when a fisherman reported seeing a blue ray shoot up towards the night sky
as towering flames consumed the darkness.

A husband left his wife to do his duty as a firefighter
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and in the impossible process of saving lives
lost his two weeks later.

ch

Attention, attention.
Attention, attent-
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He did not lose his life to those licking flames
or by being crushed by the crumbling plant;
he, among other firefighters,
fathers

.
ds
u
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n
i
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te
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no longer stand with us
mothers

eaten away by undetectable particles

that snuck through the cracks of their skins
into their wildly beating hearts,
rushing bloodstreams,
and tense bones.
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Pay attention.
For the snow that fell during the early hours of April 26th, 1986
could not have fallen

be joll y

for it was not the season to be jolly
yet children stuck their tongues out
and let the ashes of a fallen plant graze their
delicate pink tastebuds.

t
ou
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Temporary evacuation. Bring important documents. Close all windows.
And please, remain calm.
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My mother lived in Minsk, Belarus on April 26th, 1986.
Nine years of age.

Over 400 kilometers from the blast
where it rained shortly afterward.

Darkened raindrops fell onto her hometown

carrying those atoms invisible to the naked eye.
Imagine if she stuck her tongue out.
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If we are like batteries

loneliness would be the defect,
the corruption in the acid,

,
m
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b
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h a rm
bursting from the shell
to corrode.

A tenuous equilibrium,

companions are harmonious
a small bolt

a slight jolt of fear

.
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can tip the scales.
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.
Until life is consumed

enveloped by isolation,
which folds in,

bursting the container,

leaking through the machine,
eroding the parts

and spreading as a virus.

Left alone
even dry

the dust will continue to burn
and eat away at the insides.
Finally the universe will die,
thrown to the garbage

like an unused controller.
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Four Corners
Maya Dube

At the four corners, I almost walk
Forgetting we are now intertwined.
I feel your pull telling me to come back
We are gifted with a moment of pause as
People accumulate in their mundane manner,
And we, unknown to one another,
Connect through the premonition
That yields premature steps into the street.
The signal flashes, and I,
Holding your hand, readily
Continue into our green light,
And we step into an ephemeral flow of
Strangers crossing and carrying their
Own weights and desires.

A t the four corner
Forgetting we are
I feel your pull tell
We are gi fted with
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On Catholic G uilt
Maxwell Shick

On one day the boys were tossing pebbles—
in a recess grey afternoon parking-lot
and I accidentally
hit Matt Tabola right along
where hair meets brow.
A sort of sick looking boy,
who from I inherited a set of
big sunken eyeballs that day.
So great big Mistress Goose,
as I saw her at the time, said,
“You need to follow God and me.”
And then a Brother hovered in.
I was all of five full years
of age and he had a black robe
like a super hero

or villain

and wore a face full of pages.
He sat tall across the desk
in the familiar, cold pastel room
and said and said and said.
But I was feeling badly for Matt Tabola’s brow;
So I sat and bowed and tried listening,
then said myself — repented even.
I avoided doom I was assured.
So now in my home there is a pew;
Momma asked Saint James Parish
when they were throwing a few.
So sometimes when it’s late
and no one can be home to know,
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On one day the b
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“You need to foll
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I sit quiet atop this pew

with half drunken glass
almost praying—

thinking, how poor were they to

guilt a boy of demons in this way.
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e thereal; real, god-like beau ty.

nor their power
he images worth crying
Lauren P iche tte

i don’t believe in gods nor their power

in how we dictate the images worth crying over
in their beauty.

you created ethereal for me.
in your form and in your

words i found a god worth crying over.
your power defines my viewpoint and
will for the rest of eternity. you
became real the second the sky broke open

for me.
your
orth crying over.
and claimed you as its child.

you are a god i can believe in.

my viewp oin t and
rnit y. you
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Ode to Jup it er
Mason Newbury
O’ mighty Jupiter,
Did you know you are the wisest of all?
A rare sighting from where I stand on Earth,
But definitely one of the most beautiful.

B u t to
re c ogni
y ou a d m
I s an ev
su ch a l ov
A n d t h ou
t h ou gh t
c omp rom
A n d t h ou
too l a te to
I st il l al l
ru le my he

And though I am not the only one who sees you,
And though your presence inspires another,
I hold the audacity to admire.
O’ mighty Jupiter,
What must I do to gain your affections?
Not that I’d need them anyways,

But to be merely recognized by someone you admire
Is an event that evokes such a lovely emotion.

And though my thoughts may now be compromised,
And though it may be too late to back out,
I still allow my heart to rule my head.

I wonder what someone as wise as you would think of that.

I won d e r
as wise as
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My heart languishes in desire
Breathing in your words.

Your lips move, my heart falters.
You grin and look away,
Predator like.

I am not your prey – no – I refuse to be.
But for some reason

My heart feels like a victim to your charm.
I beg my soul to
Stop,

		Stop,

			Stop

Yearning for you. It doesn’t.

You bare your teeth, my heart sinks.
Your fingers curl over my hands,
Cocooning them in yours.

I feel safe, although maybe I shouldn’t.
My eyes flutter, yours stare into mine
Searching for weakness.

You are my weakness, but I can’t let it show. I won’t.

My breathing pauses and you notice. With one pounce,
I succumb to my heart and to your power.
You are a hunter and I am your prey,
Drowning in desire.
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Emily Nayyer

It hits me like wind on a blistering winter’s day and suddenly I am

chasing butterflies and cackling at the fluttering crumbled newspapers
taking violent puffs of half burnt cigarettes one after the other popping

champagne bottles open for no reason because look at how amazing it

feels to be alive to feel my heart thumping rapidly against my bare chest
as I race across sunflower fields and dance amongst the ladybugs until I

reach the thickened forest but I fear nothing and I slay the trees and crush
the boulders that stand in my path and claw my way up this mountain

that stands so boldly so beautifully among the wild that howl and cower as
I stand atop this mountain and roar:

“I am the king”

for nothing and I say nothing stands in my way because this land is mine
and mine alone and the grass that sways and dances with the breeze is

mine and the sun rays that pierce your skin are mine and I am unafraid of
this vast infinite universe with the stars that shine and taunt you to come
and touch them well bet on that you glimmering fools for I am invincible

and larger than the galaxies combined and I will live longer than they have
so laugh all you want oh how wonderful this bliss feels.
Bliss

Bliss

Bliss

Bliss

Bliss
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And the cigarette smoke slithers through my parched, parted lips. Leaving
behind a burning phantom of what I just felt. God, how tall that mountain
stands. Surely I can’t climb that. And the trees. The boulders. They glare
at me. Where are the ladybugs? Why have the sunflowers dried out?

Where has the sun gone? I feel wet soil under my curled, trembling body.
It keeps digging its way. Under my gnawed nails. Through my eyelashes.
In between my gritted teeth. I try to shout. To scream a blood-curdling
scream. But all that escapes me are croaks.

Help. Please. Somebody help me.

But the stars simply stare down and taunt.
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How do I have a good life?

Achieve great things, take the world by storm.

Make your own decisions, don’t let anybody tell you what to do.

Do what you want to do, but make sure it provides you with a good income.
Study well and study what you love, with a great income.
Why?

Why? Because it’s expected of you,

No-one else should make your decisions for you.
So you can have the life you want, a good life.
No, so you can have a great life.
How to have a great life:

Go to school and then university.
Get a job and then get married.

Buy a house and then have children.

Education, finance and family. All good things, but what about the rest of
it?

Travelling the world, exploring new places and cultures, and…
There must be something more. Surely, there must be more.

m d own, ev e ry
t h i n g is go
e l t he worl d b u
t d on’t go
ore ne w t h i n gs
, bu t no t
I mean, of course, all of those things are great.
Okay, let’s think this through:

Education is power and university is a privilege,

Plus, you get so many great opportunities and meet so many new people.
Once I get a job, it will finally be my time to use all of the skills I acquired
through school,

And then marriage, a house and a family ?– the pinnacle of life.
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I can see it now, a big white house on the hills, over-looking the great city,
My family, we dance, sing and laugh throughout it’s halls

And on those walls within the halls, our greatest feats and achievements,
All because of the work put in the years before.

eed i n e d u c a t i

on, an d t he

But what if I don’t succeed in education, and then in turn can’t enter a
good university.

And then in turn, I struggle to find good employment- what happens if I
don’t enjoy it?

Who wants to employ someone who is not smart?

Who wants to be with someone who is not smart?

ggle to fi n d good
Calm down, everything is going to be alright.

e mpl oy

Travel the world but don’t go too far and remember to come back home.
Explore new things, but not too many new things.

We’ve already taught you everything you need to know.

one wh o is n o t
sma r t?
one wh o is n o t
sma r t?
Okay, off I go to travel and explore,
I hope I enjoy the taste of oysters.

I will be gone but not for too long,

And I will remember everything you taught me:
Achieve great things, take the world by storm.

Make your own decisions, don’t let anybody tell you what to do.

Do what you want to do, but make sure it provides you with a great
income.

Study well and study what you love, with a great income.

goi n g to be al r
i gh t.
go too f a r an d
re me mbe r
t too man y
How to have a great life:

Go to school and then university.
Get a job and then get married.

Buy a house and then have children.
A simple formula. Right?
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Pho•to•graph•ic
Laurana Quesada

adj. 1. Representing nature and human beings with the exactness of a
photograph. The conjuncture of images in my brain pertaining to your
eyes/ The accuracy with which my cerebrum paints your irises/ Collectively

na ture and
he exac tness
onjunc ture
pertaining
uracy with
ain ts your
membering all
/ Cap turing

remembering all the times they shifted/ Capturing your golden rings in
a profusion of deep brown/ Carefully forming the alternating angles of
combined diagonals/ The rings I have never stopped thinking about 2.
Relating to photographs: a perfect, representative copy of an existing
object/ The replica of your eyes in my mind: They keep me safe. They keep
me sane. I look into them and I forget time.
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she was a beautiful stranger, an angel on fire,

my heaven in hiding with lips like clementines.

i asked, is there somewhere you can meet me?
and we’d drive down to the graveyard

on the eastside at 3am just to get high
laying on my lap with her eyes closed

she said baby i hate everybody lets run away forever,
it’s now or never.

but forever… is a long time.

and i’m sorry but i’m bad at love.

coming down as the sky turned to empty gold

the dawn before sunrise is darker than anything,
the colors swirling like a hurricane.
a good mourning
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When you sleep in the room alone,

Prophetic words appear in your mind,
And the wary clock makes quiet ticks
Behind the ears that refuse to hear.

Imagine the gates you could have opened
Instead of building picket fences

Alone in the backyard on a sunny afternoon,

An April day with a newborn child wrapped inside
A stranger

Fresh and willing to receive your love
You spent that day building a fence,
A shed, and a swing, disconnected

Although all voices were beckoning you to
Come, come in.

While you were outside, your children

Learned a preference for locked doors,
You taught your men to write

letters with cautious consideration,

Your women to keep tongues behind their teeth
As they worshipped the linoleum floor.

Preoccupied with exterior improvement,
You forgot to note the daffodils growing

On the banks where the fallen leaves rot
Here lies the remnants of you:

Something that could have been
But decided not to be.
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Fif teen Minu te Hea t
Mason Newbury

It took fifteen minutes for the car to heat up,
Rain practically evaporating as it hits the windshield.
But our December kisses no longer live in December,
And things are still the same eight months later.
I’ve gotten used to these 20 minute tension drives,
I’ve memorized every note in Chopin’s Nocturnes,
And still, each time it rains I swear I can hear it— B flat to G—
And I drown in the memory of how your body felt against mine.

I t to
Ra i n
wi n ds
B u t ou
A nd t

I constantly think about all the mornings I spent drinking worry from your
lips,
And I still find myself humming that Todd Rundgren song,

Cursing your name each time I think of Pink Panther, or NPR, or Diet
Sundrop.

And sometimes I’ll pass by someone in the street and have to take a
double-take.
It’s there in the way you look up at me,
(Arms on my shoulders, wrapped around my neck.)
Living in my wish to keep you there forever,
(The thought that at some point, it’ll be over.)
The sound of a busted Chevrolet,
(How it shifts under our weight.)
And the warmth that surrounds us.
(Didn’t you turn off the heat?)
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I can still see it, hidden beneath that smile.
That Campbell “Crooked Mouth” smirk.
Lodged between the colder months,
And the final goodbye at the end of summer.
It’s always been there, buried behind a fear
I thought you’d be over by now.
If you were to ask me three years ago,
I never would’ve guessed we’d be here—
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I’m one thousand, one hundred and five miles away,

And you’re left behind, haunting the places where I made you mine.
Everyday I remind myself that it’s over,
That I’ll never see you again,

But you live on in the stories I tell my new friends,

And the poetry I’ve spent years writing, still trying to get it right.
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H ome

Ally Pe ters
The colors of summertime and ignorance
Melt like crayons in the sun.
As I return to a place that won’t feel like home,

of d
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No matter how hard I try.
Getting to know
bleak windows and roaches,
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The never ending cold.

With our eyes on screens,
Silence lingers in the air.

c ra

I will attempt to make houses from myself
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as I move through strange places.
I think:

“If I feel safe wherever I am,

this loneliness will subside.”
But yet I feel lonely,
even at home.

The one where the sun

used to shine through clean curtains.
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But now we’ve grown older and
the silence follows me.

Curtains collect dust as

he grows tired and childlike.

ignoring the boy he once called son
and the woman he married.
When will it be me?

The colors of summertime and ignorance
Melt like crayons in the sun.

Returning to a place that doesn’t feel like home,
No matter how hard I try.
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H annah Shap iro
I am a woman

a woman whose weakness starts as kindness

a sort of kindness that illuminates stained glass
glass that casts shadows on the wicked
I am a woman

a woman whose heart is heavy

heavy with empty pews and hollowed alters
vacant prayers for patience and peace
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H arsh Na ture of Dead A ir
Jacq ueline Janusis

Most minds can’t cope with winter
As you slowly succumb to stagnation
Right up until the moment your vision
Becomes a gleaming glossy mess.
And perhaps you like it that way
Fragmented grins full of silence

y
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They lack a certain electric charge
The sensation is not unlike when you’re
Under falling rain, sort of numb
But you don’t seem to mind today.
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Fission

K.P. Hubbard
You had a vision. What it feels like to be amidst the falling rubble.
Your mind and body waging raging civil war.
A country of derision? Justice muffled?
Was it like this before?

rc

Your country of division, every bullet in a bubble.
Close your windows, stay indoors.

ou

On television? What’s your rebuttal?
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Surely not lying on the floor?

Your life’s rescission. You are in trouble.
Atoms fall like rain out the door.

And whose decision? What’s it feel like to be a bloody puddle?
Is death but a slinking whore?

It’s a collision. You’re seeing double.
Until you are left to see no more.
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I entered the room and transformed into my younger self
Only, I was alone to notice this shift
Seeing you. Broken.

					not knowing
		

what to say

			

how to feel

How could this be you?

Someone who is so strong witted.

who sent me that letter only a week ago

who told the firemen you were doing backflips

How are you-

				Broken
98 had never looked

				so good

				so strong

Still here we are. You older than ever, me falling back into a child
Wishing someone would hold me
		

tell me everything’s okay

I sit here, holding you, telling you it is okay.
			

that it is okay if you leave

If you leave they will be okay
			

I will be

ok-ay.

I am sorry you feel this pain
I wish I could breath for you
Allow you to feel relief, even just for a moment
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love you always…

I left the room with the soul of my childhood self in full control

Alone, knowing that was the last time that I would hear you say goodbye
							
						

I didn’t say goodbye, no

I couldn’t say goodbye

They called me to tell me today
			

told me you had passed

I didn’t know what to think
			

how to feel
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I never imagined a life that you were not in
I knew that you had been hurting

This would be a breath of fresh air
		

such a relief from the pain

You had wanted to go for so long, to be with grandpa
Always saying this would be your last

Birthday, or Christmas, or Easter
I wish I could’ve been there
		

To see the reunion that you had been waiting for

		

You waited so patiently,

		

Made the best of the years you had been given

		

Taught us all how to love

			
		

how to live fully

and now how to pass

You will be missed, but I promise that you’ll stay with us all
You’ll be with me when I write a letter
		

ena
J
						

when I bake a pie

					Always.
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You will stay with us all in our own ways

Always here to remind us of the way it can be
		

to remind us it is okay

		

that we will be okay

						 it isn’t goodbye
						

we will be reunited one day

						

I will see you then.

				Love Always,
					Jena

wa ys,

a
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The Children of Mo ther Earth
H ayley Gervais

All hearts have been able to love and hope,
Yet the corruption of public life
Has been molding our ideas
And now man himself stands appalled at the results of his own
Hard,
Selfish,
Brutality.
If only love, like that of a child,
Were permitted to assert itself in society
Not one drop of blood would ever be shed,
Not one life sacrificed in vain.
Nature, like a loving mother
Gifted us this ability,

H a rd,
Se lf ish,
.
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But only when we go recognize ourselves
as the collective children of Mother Earth
Can harmony ever be achieved.

*This poem was inspired by Elizabeth Cody Stanton’s speech to the
Women’s Suffrage Convention in Washington D.C. in the year of 1868. It is
written using many of her phrases and vocabulary used in the speech, and
thus vaguely falls into the poetic category of erasure poetry.
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K.P. Hubbard
Watch the minds of your generation melt.
Watch their hands burn strapped to the electric chair.
Watch 20th century nightmares come true to the tune
Of sex shops and marijuana banks and people smiling out loud in the
streets.
Screaming about mental health, even sucking down pills
For anxiety like it’s influenza
For depression like it’s staphylococcus

ii. We’re no t
We’re scre
iii. You’re su
wit h me
a t no th
iv. Babies i
shou ld’v

For trauma like it’s the common cold
Welcome to the recession.
No one can spare a fuck
		

II. We’re not with you

			
		

III. You’re sure as hell not with me

			
		

Mines melt like lava and stone and back to the earth

VI. It’s not a quick fix. You can’t win this.

			
		

Babies grow in bellies and beg for no more

V. I’m in my own mind, melting inside

			
		

You’re bleating at nothing

IV. Babies in bellies that should’ve never been born

			
		

We’re screaming at you

It’s not a game of pick up sticks.

VII. Eat your bread unleavened.

			

Close your eyes and pray at night to end in heaven.
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G um

Ka t ie Winans
I am the stick of gum in your glove compartment.
When you feel insecure, I am there to freshen you up.

grou n d
t he b ac
Cru ze.

You chew me up until you’re satisfied and I’m tasteless and stale.
Then you spit me out, with no warning, into the street.

Th e gu
y ou r m
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a ga i n

I think of this as I remember the night we drove back to my parked car
after dinner, our first date.

You reached over me and took the pack of gum out, stuck one in your
mouth, offered me one, and said “My mouth tastes like ass after that
meal.” How eloquent.

But I took one too because I knew what you had in mind- why you didn’t
want your breath to smell bad, or rather, taste bad.

As we got out of the car to move to the back seat, the gum had served its
purpose.

Each of us spit it on the ground before getting in the back of your tiny
Chevy Cruze.

Now I
si mple
te ll m
wit h

The gum had prepared your mouth for what you really wanted- my lips
against yours.

Now I compare myself to a simple stick of gum when you tell me you’re
still in love with her.

You used me when you felt insecure, then at the sign of something better,
you spit me out because I had served my purpose.
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After a short two months I had lost my taste and grown stale.
Now I am sitting flattened and chewed up, in a parking lot.
I can see the place we met from that parking lot.
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Today I think that I have become the entire pack.

I allow you to continue to take from me and spit me out.
Same sweet taste and same sweet reliability.

My sticks are dwindling, little by little with every sweet lie.
Will I ever allow myself to run out?
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H oroscopes

Julia Ann Wood
secrets in constellations,
whispers in stars,
if you can see
the stories and tales you’ll believe like me.
Speaking of futures,
beyond us now.
speaking of body,

yse lf
sp ace.
,
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of mind and soul,

to not be eternal -

but rather be rented

such space is numbered.
i found myself

again in space.

going through transitions,
seeking the change,

believing in something
powerful and strong.

they teach to dissolve

to perish and collapse
just like we will

from where we once rose.
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I a m, sl i nki n g i n

S o smoo t h an d st r a
Rhythm of Dreams

A c r e sce n d o of wi d
Jacq ueline Janusis

Here I am, slinking into you

Wit h ope n-mou t he
So smooth and strangely sweet

A crescendo of wide eyes coupled
With open-mouthed smiles
But you fail to notice how
The focus starts to slip,

B u t y ou f ail to n o
Listen to me while I whisper

So smooth and strangely sweet

And you don’t recognize the signs
That I am slipping out of sight

Count back from ten please—

It was just one sweet dream, and

Liste n to me wh il e I
Definitely nothing more.

S o smoo t h an d st r a

e ey

d sm

t i ce

Th e f oc u s st a r t s to
Consistency is the core of this crescendo.

n ge

sl i p

wh is

n ge l y
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ou n d l i

a re y ou

k e a si nn

t he r, it

8-11 Drinks Deep
K.P. Hubbard

er

’s n o t ne

Who is god, when I’ve lost myself, are you

e bl e an d

God, can you help? I sound like a sinner

w.

t h i nne r
.
ou r f a t
he r s be
f ore,
or c ance
r,
h omore,
God, I sound like my mother, it’s not new.
I sleep all day, grown feeble and thinner.

Whose god, yours or mine, our fathers before,
Our fathers after, a cure for cancer,
Just a rut, a perpetual sophomore,

A rhetorical question you answered.

God is my Nana’s arm needing me, like
I used to need hers. God is a piece of

Me I can’t carve out, unwanted psyche,

God is a white letter, a clean white dove.
Clear liquor is a magnifying glass,

Drink, and say I can see myself at last.

n swe re d
.
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This Must Be the Place
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Julia Ann Wood

You’ve got light in those eyes

il
w
g
n
i
l
e
fe
is
h
t
pe
o
h
I
ignoring the passing of time.
Together we float between

what’s reality and what’s not
I hope this feeling will last.

I laugh and tell you that
I didn’t ask for this

h
t
ou
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You give me heart attacks.

The kind that stay with you

Beating inside of your chest.

I d i d n’t ask f or t h is
tt
a
t
r
a
he
e
m
e
v
gi
ou
Y
Days with you are different -I enjoy them the most

when we have nowhere to be.
When I can admire you
In your full entirety.

Th e ki n d t h a t st a y w
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meh ow n o t brok en.
Trust Fall
Ally Pe ters

mu st le a rn to st an d on
On the tips of my heels leaning back,
hoping you’ll catch me.
You told me you would
so I believed you.

ou t a wh ispe r in my ea r.
I’m

falling, falling,

but it’s too late.

My head begins to ache

I an d myse lf.
and you have disappeared.

I am bloodied and bruised and scraped
but somehow not broken.

Now I must learn to stand on my own
without a whisper in my ear.
Only I and myself.

my le gs a re st ron g,
But my legs are strong,

and were made to hold me.

S

The only one left

were ma d e to h ol d me.
to trust

is myself.
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She was a cl e a
n

B ronislawa

Wit h sp on ge s
Jacq ueline Janusis

For my great great grandmother

in g l a

an d b u c

ghne d d own by
mWye iow
d
She was a cleaning lady here in Lowell

With sponges and buckets and a concentrated brow,
Weighed down by darkness but still a bright soul.
Don’t get me wrong, she was and wasn’t whole
But day after day, she did her work anyhow,
She was a cleaning lady here in Lowell.

ar

Perhaps some could only see her in that role

D on’t ge t me w
ron g, she
B u t d a y a fte
r d a y, she
She was a cl e a
n in g l a dy
Never asking her about where and how
And all the stories that were left untold.

Time passes, most people will grow old
Her spirit is alive within me even now

She was a cleaning lady here in Lowell.

She and her husband had no children, I’m told
They met in a concentration camp in Krakow
He opened up a mechanic shop in Lowell—

I wonder if she ever wanted to fold

From the pressure, but she lived life like a vow
She was a cleaning lady here in Lowell

Weighed down by darkness but still a bright soul.

Pe rh
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on gst t he rows

it y S i nce 1996,”
A S maller Holiday H am

he r r e fl e c t s i n to
Maxwell Shick

Eyeing the foil amongst the rows

be

p

r

n d br itt le mou n ds
;
if
y an d e x pe c t a t i o
n al.
a
she d ee me d t he m u
n fi t t
I
ru mpl i n g ch eek
Of, “Finest Quality Since 1996,”

Pausing, my mother reflects into

The red of cold and brittle mounds;

They appear heavy and expectational.

I thought maybe she deemed them unfit though
Until a tear and crumpling cheek
Said to me otherwise.

Smaller, more crinkled, almost oddly
unpleasant,

fit for a family of three;

A dull, reluctant surface lowers
Into our market carriage.

ise.
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In

mme d wit h

be l ow p opc orn ce il
A B rie f Reprieve
Jacq ueline Janusis

p i c t u r e s of y ou an

i n g,

Portraits trimmed with gold hang

below popcorn ceiling, outdated but holding up

pictures of you and I that litter the walls and tables

r i gh t by t he gl ass c
right by the glass case of breakables she loved
if you look to your right, yes right there, sits

a Polish cookbook with torn pages and underlined phrases,
It was hers and now it is yours and you’ve never cooked

if y ou l oo k to y ou r
In your life before—

Turn around and everything feels the way it used to
All in the Family is playing on the television
it is six o’clock on a Wednesday night

d I th

ase of

r i gh t

Pol ish c oo kboo k wit
h tor
h ou gh
t was he r s an d n ow
it is
everyone has already ate and the paper is being pulled out
he asks my opinion on the Lowell Sun’s poll question

she is grimacing at Archie Bunker, telling me not to listen

while I glance out the back door looking for the smoke stack

decorated for Christmas— the sight causes my vision to be blurred,
so I spin back around to attempt a joke but

everything is empty and I can’t catch a breath.

n y ou r l if e be f ore—
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he r own mo t he r’s
Wha t’s Le ft

fi n ge r s

a t r i a rch y p asse s
K.P. Hubbard

When I was a child my mother taught me how to sew,

me t h

me t h i n t h re a d sl
i pp
her own mother’s fingers becoming mine, so holy
matriarchy passes me through. There’s

some thin thread slipping under, rushing by
singing, dancing, laughing too,

like a hummingbird whistling in the dew.

n gi n g, d anc i n g,

My father’s name will reap my sins, that’s the debt I’m due.
Even when given desert land, I must learn to sow.

in g

l au gh i

Even when gifted barren hands, I must learn to love wholly.
Learn to walk, run, sprint to
the easiest good-bye.

k e a h ummi n gbi rd
And realize what’s mine is gone, yes, what’s mine is theirs.
One day someone will speak my name, they’re
screaming, there’s nothing to do,

wh istl

I find myself whispering days for purchase, things I’d like to buy.

y f a t he r’s n a me w
il l re ap
bt I’m d ue.
I’ve already given too much of myself so,

learn to love the missing parts of me, tattered and holey,
the parts of one, so clearly less than two.

Speak the words easily undone, yes, I love you too.
It’s sinister, what’s still there,

torn pulp, spilled ink, bereft of all once holy.

Walking away the holes in my shoes fill with the morning dew.
And with all the skills I’ve got, what’s torn that I can’t sew?
Minutes crash into hours, years washing, waving by,

n whe n gi v e n d e s
e rt l a
when my flesh slinks down my chin, I’ll know it sings good-bye
with nowhere left to run to.

Learn to forgive myself, and every so-and-so.
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s be c omi n g mi ne,

h rou gh. Th e re’s

so h ol y

What’s mine could never be theirs.
What’s mine is coveted, not due.
To me I’ll give myself wholly.

g u n d e r, ru sh i n g
Patch up the pieces that are holey.
Find new cloth and pin to buy.
There’s so much left to do.

I am a million things more than one or two.

I am singing with my mother, my grandmother, they’re

i n g too,

by

watching blooms from what I’ve sown.
So I sew my holy thread of seeds to sow, not holey, just wholly mine.
There’s goodbyes to buy, theirs and mine, but they’re just passing me by.
I sit and think of too much to do, with more than two apologies due, I just

tl i n g i n t he d e w.
sit and taste the dew.

p my si n s, t h a t ’s

an d, I mu st

t he
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d roo m, d e sce n d
All the H ouses, Every Block

as ev e r,
K.P. Hubbard

G

Inside my father’s house, I am always

g to bre a k or be n d.
Overdressed or underdressed. My dissent
For the dog’s days, exactly how blasé

Can one become – a contest we frequent.
Inside my mother’s house, I am never

Unwelcome. From my old bedroom, descend
To honey, to home as warm as ever,
No tattered ends, nothing to break or bend.

of my he a d?
But what about the inside of my head?

Everything’s always breaking and bending,

Synapses close on thoughts that end up dead,
If this is my mind, where are we heading –

ki n g an d be n d i n g,
I love you and I am so so sorry.

I love you I love you please don’t worry.

s t h a t e n d u p d e a d,

re we he a d i n g –
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I p a rce l myse lf off

Wh o ne e d me more

to t h

Transparency

Jacq ueline Janusis

G ave my l u n gs a
I parcel myself off to those
Who need me more

wa y to

Wh o ne e d e d t he m
Gave my lungs away to a man

Who needed them just a teensy bit more
My heart is currently splintered in pieces
Within different towns and among
Different parts of the ocean

ju st a

My he a r t is c u rre
n
A kaleidoscope of fractures I have become
Now I have started to think to myself
And wonder if

I can make myself whole again

Wit h i n d iff e r e n t
Even now, I feel so damn empty.

When you look me in the eyes—
Do you even see me, or

Am I fading away from you

Diff e r e n t p a r t s of
The way I feel fractured too.

tl y s

town s a

t he oce

k al e i d osc ope of fr

ac t u
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Julia Ann Wood

They say that a person’s eyes
are windows to their soul.
At first I didn’t believe
it, I thought I knew

better than those before me.
But that was before you.
When I look at you,

and take in those ocean eyes,
I see your beautiful soul

full of light, and what I knew
before is gone, believe

that sentiment from me.
Everything I once knew,

changed when I met you.

I’ve grown to know your patient soul
and get distracted by your sad eyes
but they make it easy to believe
that you were made for me.

k
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Sometimes I can’t believe

that such a generous soul

like yours, is all mine, for me!
Rolling waves in your eyes,

how do they not affect you?

That’s something I wish I knew.
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e ye s

My mom always told me
to let my old soul,
and not my wandering eyes
guide me to believe.
I truly don’t think she knew
how attached I’d become to you.

kne w

But secretly, I think I knew
from the minute I looked into your eyes,
it was over for me.
the way you love my family shows your soul

.
ou
y
to
e
m

and that’s what I’ve grown to believe
is the most important part of you.
Looking back on me and you
I think of when I really saw your eyes and soul
that was when I knew love, and began to believe.

I kne w

,
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City Lights Books
Jena Corea
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V
Volky 8
Laurana Quesada
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Un t itl e d

Un titled

Morgan Wright
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S i d e wal k De nnis

S idewalk Dennis
G io Cassella
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Un t itl e d

Un titled

Christ ina Tawadros
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Un t itl e d

Un titled
Ally Pe ters
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Un t itl e d

Un titled
Ally Pe ters
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Sev il l a

Sevilla

Tess B aucom
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Un t itl e d

Un titled

G io Cassella
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S al isb u ry

Salisbury

Laurana Quesada
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Un t itl e d

Un titled

Christ ina Tawadros
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Re fl e c t

Re flec t

Jena Corea
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We Be Ou t He re

We Be Ou t Here
Laurana Quesada
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B ad Year
Madison Laudermilk
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Un t itl e d

Un titled
Ally Pe ters
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S p ace J ammi n g

S p ace Jamming
Laurana Quesada
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Esp r e ss o Ty pe f ace

Espresso Type face
H annah Shap iro
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Un titled
Ally Pe ters
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Un t itl e d

Un titled

Morgan Wright
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Emily Boyle

Emily B oyle
G io Cassella
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Un titled

Un titled
Ally Pe ters
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Wa terpark

Wa terpark

Laurana Quesada
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Un titled

Un titled
Ally Pe ters
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Desert Sail

Desert S ail

Laurana Quesada
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Lay Me Down

Lay Me D own
H annah Shap iro
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San ta Isabel,
P uer to Rico

S an ta I sabel, P uer to Rico
Laurana Quesada
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Sunshine

S unshine
Jena Corea
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Un titled

Un titled

G io Cassella
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The Astronau t

The Astronau t
Tess B aucom
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Door to the
Shadows

Door to the Shadows
H annah Shap iro
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Un titled

Un titled
Ally Pe ters

Un titled
Ally Pe ters
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Un titled

Un titled

Christ ina Tawadros
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Un titled

Un titled

Morgan Wright
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Wanderlust

Wanderlust
Jena Corea
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LEEUM

LEEUM

G io Cassella
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Toledo

Toledo

Tess B aucom
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Book Worms

Book Worms
Jena Corea
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Rat Stew, BABY!

Ra t Stew, BABY!
Annika Luk
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Short
Stories
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A shley Galvez

Normally it starts by me simply asking “How are you,” then they begin to
spill their life story to me. Sometimes I care, sometimes I really don’t care
to listen. There are times where I don’t know what to say so I just nod and
space out looking for a response as they continue to talk not noticing my
contemplation. People who are confident with themselves enough to not
care what they say to others, are weird. It’s ironic that someone who hates
sharing attracts people who do. Most of the people, family or friends, who
come to me want me to give them a specific answer they already hinted.
I never have it in me to give them what they want. Honestly, don’t go to
anyone if you don’t like being told the truth. Why go to someone for the
answer you want? Just tell yourself.
Other times it starts with my dog barking excitedly in the night. When my
mother comes home at 12am I finally have someone to waste time with
since I can never sleep. My mother and I are quite similar: we’re stubborn
and afraid to share too much in fear of it being used in a negative way.
When we’re not so completely drained from the day, we just sit down and
talk. We talk about anything and everything. There are times where we
talk to talk, not really caring what the other is saying, just spending time
together. My mom works two jobs, raises two children besides myself,
a dog, plus handles a personal relationship of her own; it can be much
for one person. I always give her advice about life, relationships, and my
siblings. I am always there with my psychic backhand no matter what
(we’re all about tough love).
My mother has this joke every time after I rant about other people who
rant to me; “See! I told you! You’re going to be a therapist! I knew it, you’re
good at it even if you hate it, you already have patients lined up,” and
almost all the time I pretend to gag. One time when my mom mentioned
to my Aunt Ericka that I had my two friends and my other aunt call me at
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night to talk, she joked about it again but this time with pride rather than
jokingly. She’s not wrong I do hate therapists nevertheless I am majoring
in psychology.
I was admitted to the hospital for physical harm I induced because of
my mental health issues. I put my mother in a place where no mother
should ever experience for their first child. I never felt more guilt and
sorry in my life until that day. After, I was sent to therapy which sucked. It
sucked because I knew they didn’t really care since they asked the same
questions instead of a conversation. They cared about wasting their time
instead of using it.

I never spoke besides one time—it was a good day and I didn’t feel like
making Dr.forgothernamebutshegavemyhichews day harder than what I
assumed it was. It had been a few sessions and after my freshman English
teacher, Shearier, mentioned he translated a German book to English I
thought it was the coolest thing and he was teaching me of all people;
I wanted to pass the feeling of joy to her too. She tried hard to get me
comfortable enough to talk and I respect her effort but she wasn’t my fit.
I missed a day and never went back. It was like after our breakthrough
and missing a session I unconsciously told myself I have to be like
Dr.whatshername but better. I started with my mother, always asking her
how she is because I never want her to be anything but content. People
should only ever want that for their loved ones. It shouldn’t be hard to
talk and ask how are you. Just take one step at a time. With my mom,
we reflect back at each other giving assurance and understanding. It’s
comfortable.
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With others, there is never a connection. All I get is a one-sided relief.
People can think things over in a better manner and that’s good for
them. I won’t have to hear about it any longer; it can be a weight on me.
Sometimes it can be family and friends coming to me every other time
and it becomes lonely. They never ask how I am, you know? People don’t
really care. Not that I’ll answer truthfully if they did ask. I’m really good
at knowing how to be down but still be okay. I’ve mastered it all my life.
I would rather other people be happy and content than myself. Which is
kind of messed up but, it’s its own kind of happiness, I guess.
I’m back with my mother. She’s curled in her blankets, half asleep with
her big rectangle glasses and lazy smile in my old room that brightens
this yellow nasty light. I sit in the chair she has in there when we have
these conversations. This might be a dream but I feel she looks at me
with comfort. Even though her eyes are always half closed they gleam
whenever I speak. I listen as she speaks. Sometimes I correct a word she
stutters, assuring her she has my undivided attention. We usually just talk
no longer than two hours before she gets tired, but tonight it’s different.
It’s nice. I know some people don’t have what I have with my mother. I
always want to be around to say to her: How are you? I’m listening. I know
you can’t hear me but I hear you.
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Lillian Kaplan

I was never any good at baseball, or any good at staying out of trouble,
either. I guess some child therapist figured out that you can’t cause
trouble if you’re busy watching Coach Smith explain for the eleventh time
how to pitch a ball properly while the gum he’s chewing slips out of his
chapped, fat lips every now and then and despite how grey and beaten up
it looks, he won’t grab another stick. I didn’t think the “trouble” I’d caused
was that bad, but everyone else seemed to think so, so there I was. Early
senior year, the hot summer breeze refused to give in to the late fall chill,
which sucks if you had baseball practice and hated sweating.
Every person who’s ever worked in a school system must go through
some rigorous brainwashing program to make them think that sports
solve everything. Got a quiet kid? Put him on the cross-country team so
he’ll make friends. Got a troubled kid? Tell him to “toss the ole’ pigskin”
with his dad on the weekends. Got a kid with a 4.0 GPA that’s on the cusp
of being accepted to Harvard? Well damn, he’d have a better chance
of getting in if he was captain of the lacrosse team. Something about
sports just makes these people foam at the mouth. I think when I was a
freshman, I asked Smith why that was. He just put a hand on my shoulder,
called me “son,” and told me it’s about learning teamwork or appreciating
the great outdoors. Then he saw the JUUL in my pocket and told me to
put it in my locker and run laps for my transgression against my lungs.
In a vain effort to focus on something other than Smith’s gum, I cast a
glance at Leo. Despite attending each other’s birthday parties for the last
17 years of our lives, we’ve got as much similarity as a French fry and a
baseball card. Leo was built like a truckdriver and hit like a semi. He was
tall enough to smack the top of a doorframe with barely a hop and could
easily bench-press my scrawny 5’4” ass. I was pretty sure if I pissed him off
enough, he could chuck me across a football field.
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Leo had been typing away at his phone for most of Smith’s talk. I saw him
side-eye me, smirk, and tap the corner of his phone screen. I felt my own
phone buzz in my pocket and yanked it out. I flicked open the text Leo
sent me:
Smith but every time he calls you son it gets faster.
I snorted.
“Son!” Smith barked. I felt the eyes of a bunch of boys that unironically
liked baseball and looking up cheerleader’s skirts at the homecoming
game when they bent forward a bit too much hit me like hail. “Put that
phone away.”
“Sorry,” I mutter, slipping it back in my pocket.
“Sure you are, son. You been paying attention?”
“Yes, sir.”
“Oh yeah? And how’d you manage that with a phone in your hand?” He
steps off the pitching mound and waves his arm in what I assume is a “get
over here or I’m going to call your mom again” gesture. “C’mere, show the
boys how it’s done.”
I sigh and make my way through the parting crowd. I don’t catch Leo’s eye
again, but I know he’s pressing his lips tightly together, and he’s got a soft
blush on his cheeks like he usually does when I look like I’m about to punt
him across a football field for a change. Smith shoves a baseball at me, and
I take it in stride, jogging up to the pitching mound he’d been standing on
a moment before. I know how good I do it won’t matter, so I loosely take
the proper stance and slowball the ball over home plate.
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“See now, don’t lie to me son.” Smith stalked up to me, taking my wrist. He
took a moment to examine my fingernails, nodded, and turned back to
the team. “Since Phineas here won’t pay attention, I’m expecting the rest
of you to.” He proceeded to go into a long winded explanation about how
my stance was wrong, and my aim was off, and how the school district’s
rule about how everyone on the team had to pitch at least once during
a season made the sport that was supposed to be a grand ‘ole American
pastime into a pussy game for baby boys who cried like a girl when she
chipped a nail.
Like most things, his talk came to an end, and I stumbled back to my
usual position in left field. I felt my phone buzz again, and after I made
sure Smith was busy gently reminding one of the other boys where the
shortstop position was, I peeked at it.
Looks like the clear nail polish worked. I’m still sorry about last week, I
didn’t think he’d care about the black and just assume it was an edgy
teen thing.
Tbh I’m more surprised I snuck it past my mom that night.
Can I make it up to you? Pizza? I’ll get one with olives.
You hate olives.
Yeah, but you love them, and I love you. What about it?
I looked up. Even though he was a blur in the distance, I swore Leo winked
just then.
I texted back, bro, that’s gay.
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A
We have been dating for months please make a different joke.
I took too long to pick the proper emoji to send back, so Smith’s shrill voice
rang across the field. “Phone! Away!”
I slipped my phone back into my pocket and looked up at the late
afternoon sun. On paper, I was a well-rounded young man. Good grades,
baseball team, and hopefully an admission essay I could sneak past the
guidance counselor about how rough my childhood was without earning
another call to my mother. I wondered at the time if Harvard would care
about my nail polish, or if I’d be stuck wearing clear all my life.
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You smell like cigarettes, and one drink too many. Is this what love feels
like? It must be, because it’s all I’ve ever known.
Crystal blue eyes, pale as ice, with beautiful secret lines carved by ice
skates, except that in your eyes the ice skates are tears, and the carvings
they leave against that crystal blue leak onto your face, your cheeks, your
chin, over and over again; and like ice that cracks after too many skates
over those deep carvings, you shatter under the weight of that neverending fountain, filling your face, your cheeks, your chin, with strands of
heavy, heavy, salt drops.
You called me here and here I am, and I don’t know why, and I don’t ask
why, and you don’t volunteer why. You never do. You just look at me, and
at the sky, and at the stars, each and every single one, and their light lights
up those teardrop carvings trailing down your face, your cheeks, your chin,
getting carved all over again.
You wouldn’t have anyone else see you this way, you and your cigarettes,
and your one drink too many, and I’m here, because you called me here,
and I don’t know why, and I don’t ask why, and you don’t volunteer why,
and is this what love feels like? Because it’s all you seem to have
ever known.
I have a tendency to clench my jaw, and you are far too thin. Your face is
so pretty and your eyes are so pretty, and they distract from your thinness,
your withering away, but I still see it, I see it all. I worry about the delicately
veiled bones of your wrists, your arms, swimming in the billowy arms of
your sweater, and I clench my jaw, and I don’t even notice, but I notice your
eyes, and your thinness, and your cigarettes, and your one drink too many,
and I notice that I’m here, and I don’t know why, and you still haven’t told
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me why, and I still haven’t asked why, and you’re crying again, and is this
what love feels like? It must be, because it’s all we’ve ever known.
“I think I could do it, you know,” you say, but I can’t tell if you’re talking to
me, or the ground, and it’s cold, and your words transform into little clouds
that disappear as quickly as you said them. “I think of all the ways I can do
it, but then I think of all the ways I could fail, and I scare myself, because
what could be worse than failing? So then I doubt myself, and I come out
here, and I get so angry, and I tell you to come, and I don’t even know why.
But I think about it enough, that I think I could do it, you know?”
“Do you want me to stop you?” I don’t know why you call me here either,
and your hair is in your face, covering your eyes, a dark brown fog over
those clear, ice, cracked blue eyes, and I want to be the wind, blowing the
fog away, and coating your skin, so, so, lightly. You’re even beautiful when
you’re sad.
“No.” Your voice is so still and so cool, and it’s peaceful and it makes me
feel peaceful, so I nod and decide I’d never stop you, because it’s what
you want, and I want to give you everything you want. You light another
cigarette, and the moon is your spotlight, and does it make you
feel better?
“Have a drink with me.” You say, and even though I hate the taste of rum,
my legs obey you, robotic, and you hand me the almost empty bottle
you’d been drinking from before I got here, and I take a long drink and I try
not to grimace, and I see the ends of your thin lips wrestling away a smile,
but I pretend I don’t notice, even though I notice everything, like how
much brighter your foggy eyes are under the moon, how many more dry
tracks of tears are marring your porcelain face, your cheeks, your chin, how
much stronger the smell of your cigarettes are, how much stronger the
smell of this drink is, how much thinner you look now that I’m next to you,
and is this what love feels like? It might be, but I don’t know, because now
I think that maybe we’ve never known anything at all.
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FlFlowow

María-S imoné S armien to
Water, flowing, overflowing, gushing, sweeping past everything in its
way. Our car was overcome by bullets of rain as we drove on the highway,
headed towards New York. The air was humid, my throat all stuffed by the
mildewy stench of the car’s carpet lining. My stomach ached and lurched
as we kept going, the restrooms too many exits away to stop.
My brain all scrambled like the eggs I had eaten that morning, the warmth
of the air doing nothing to alleviate the need to throw up. It sucks when
you’re young and need to ask for help. It all comes so naturally when you
get older, you just go and get the help. But here, at this moment, I was not
having it; not one bit.
“Moooom, can we pleeeease stop moving?” I managed to squeal out,
my breath heaving as I struggled to keep everything contained. My
skin crawled at the thought of having to get out in that rain, the water
pounding the windshield as I strained to look up to the rearview mirror.
“Mi reina, I can’t, the next exit isn’t for another four miles” reproached my
mother, her eyes drifting up to the mirror to get a good look at me. She
couldn’t see how pale I was, the lack of the moon’s light making it hard for
us to truly see anything.
I felt like crying, the pain beginning to seize my insides. My throat was
all choked up I couldn’t tell if it was from suppressing my tears or the
impending fear of making a mess in the car. My mind was racing but
steadily sending my body tingles to keep a cool head. Stay calm, just
breathe, it said, everything will be okay.
I howled as we drove through a bump, causing water to spray on the left
side of the van like the carwash. It sounded like a wave crashing onto
shore, only to wash away what was already there; continuous sand.
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“Mija! Que paso?” asked my mother, a look of worry glazing over her eyes
as she viewed my face from the mirror.
“Mami! My stomach!” I yelled, clutching my belly hard as Ana began to
wake up. I couldn’t take the pain any longer, I pushed my sister off my lap,
her head weighing as much as a bowling ball. I leaned over, my head in my
hands, trying desperately to keep things contained.
“Don’t you dare throw up in this car mija!” screamed my mother.
Then, everything went blank. My heart sank into my guts, the top of my
esophagus managing to let a sliver of what was upsetting my stomach
escape. Only one thing left to save me from an hour long scolding; the
plastic bag filled with gas station goodies.
Shaken, hastily, all the chips and Twix and gum falling to the ground and
then being refilled with the most foul of contents.
My lips chapped, dry, my throat horse as I croaked:
“Water. Necesito Agua.”
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Laurana Quesada

On a Saturday drive to the mountains my grandpa complained to me, like
he always does, about the world. This particular time it was about Puerto
Rican culture and how it had changed. How we don’t talk to each other
anymore.
Somewhere in every Puerto Rican’s DNA it is written that we’re all family,
and we all love each other. We’re all proud of who we are, no matter how
much we claim we’re not. Which is why every Puerto Rican knows the
names Lin-Manuel Miranda, Rita Moreno, and Bad Bunny. I always saw
us as people who talked to our neighbors. And until my grandpa whined
about families only gathering in Christmas, I hadn’t realized that we really
don’t talk to each other. We wave at neighbors on the street and we visit
our grandparents every two weekends… but usually only on one side of the
family, and the rest of our blood is left behind.
On September 20, 2017, Puerto Rico was hit by a category 5 hurricane
named Maria. All communication on the island fell. Nobody knew who was
alive and who was dead. It was the biggest tragedy most of us had ever
lived through. And anyone would kill me for saying it was one of the best
times of my life.
The day after the hurricane, we all left our houses for the first time in
24 hours, and we gathered with our neighbors on the street, discussing
house leaks and floods and the minimal news that a few of us had gotten
from the radio. I went to take pictures of fallen trees with my sevenyear-old neighbor Gabriel, down at the running track, and we found our
neighbors climbing over trees and exploring the disaster. I talked to some
of them, and I laughed with them.
On the second day after the hurricane, we left our neighborhood and
made the 45-minute drive to my dad’s and aunt’s houses. The whole drive,
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we were accompanied by sights of destruction and feelings of confusion
and fear. I got to my dad’s house and he wasn’t home, but I left him a note.
The house was a mess and I didn’t notice. I just wanted to see him. We got
to my aunt’s and I found that my dad had just left, and that he was looking
for me. I spent the day at my aunt’s, and family kept arriving the whole day.
We all met and we talked, and, believe it or not, it was nobody’s birthday.
It wasn’t New Year’s and it wasn’t Christmas. Later that day my aunt drove
me to my dad’s once more, and I saw him and he cried. He had been
cleaning trees and for the first time I realized that I know exactly what he
smells like.
On the third day after the hurricane, my neighbor from across the street
cooked everything that would otherwise rot in her fridge, and she fed our
entire street. We sat on her driveway lit up by lanterns, barely seeing each
other’s faces. And we talked. I don’t know any of their names but we sat
and we talked and we laughed.
For two more weeks, this is how we lived. We knew nothing of the outside
world. We were all that existed. There was nothing and no one else. I didn’t
know if my friends were alive. I cleared out trees from my dad’s backyard.
I played board games daily with my neighbor, until I couldn’t stand her.
I laughed with people I didn’t know existed. For two weeks we became
the people our hearts have always told us we are. We became the faded
dreams of our grandparents.
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She stood at the edge of the parapet like a gargoyle, feet weighed down to
the ground, toes curled, clinging onto the ledge like a bat would a branch.
It was 1863 in Padova, Italy, and she had made up her mind; tonight was
the night.
He was at the University late again, hair frizzy and unruly from anxiously
running his fingers through it all night. He was working feverishly to
perfect his craft. He had made up his mind; tonight was the night.
*
And suddenly she was airborne. For a split second she wondered if this
was what it felt like to fly. She didn’t have time to think too much about
the subject, however, soon she was submerged in the river’s water, chains
and stones weighing her to its depths. She thrashed as she descended,
arms flailing against the pressure of the water. One last gasp for air— a silly
human reflex— and then all was still.
They dragged the river in search of her the next evening. The men
combed the water with hooks, hoping to catch her body in their efforts.
“Over here!” Officer Barone yelled. “I think we’ve got something.”
Everyone involved in the search huddled in a circle around a patch of
grass. There lied the body of a young woman, no older than eighteen, her
wet hair sprawled out within the grass as if growing from the Earth. She
was pronounced dead at the scene.
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*
Her parents were notified of their daughters apparent suicide that night.
The couple clung to each other like dust on the blades of a fan. They were
shattered, but the biggest blow of all was to come from the church.
“I’m sorry, but the Catholic Church cannot provide your daughter with a
funeral mass or burial,” the priest explained to them.
“But we’re Roman Catholic,” the wife said. “Our daughter was baptized in
this church.”
“Unfortunately the way your daughter died is considered a sin in the
Catholic Church. We pray for your daughter. I’m sorry we can’t be of more
assistance,” he said.
*
He had heard of her tragic death in the newspaper. The story and the
picture of her printed in the bottom right corner had intrigued him
enough to pay her parents a visit in their home only a few days after the
body was found.
“First I want to offer my condolences. I can’t imagine the impact that this
has had on your lives,” he started.
The husband held his wife’s hand and squeezed, hoping to bring her some
comfort. “I’m sorry, sir, but why have you come?”
“My name is Lodovico Brunetti and I’m an anatomist. I currently occupy
the chair of Anatomical Pathology at the University of Padua. I heard news
of you daughters untimely death in the newspaper and I was wondering if
you would be interested in having her preserved,” he began.
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“Preserved?” the wife gasped.
“Yes, you see, I have been perfecting my own method of preservation. I call
it Tannization,” he explained.
The couple listened to Brunetti talk about the preservation process in
great detail. He was a professional and would make their daughter a
spectacle for the whole world to see. If they couldn’t have her buried, they
agreed this would be the next best thing.
*
The girl’s body was in the possession of Brunetti the next morning. He
got right to work, ready to show the world that everyone else’s methods
of preserving anatomical specimens were inferior to his. He looked at the
girl’s body, sighed, and then picked up his scalpel. His first line of business
was to remove her hair. He made an incision starting at her forehead and
then began to remove her scalp carefully, not wanting to damage her
gorgeous golden hair. He then made a plaster cast of her head and bust
and treated her skin with the formula he invented. The process was long
and arduous, but in the end she looked well preserved, happy even— with
shiny new glass eyes and plaster ears.
Brunetti, however, noticed scars on her taut skin from the hooks used
to retrieve her body. He cursed under his breath. As a Roman Catholic
himself, Brunetti repeated the sixth commandment out loud: “Thou shalt
not kill.”
There was only one thing to do. Brunetti grabbed red hot candle wax, a
few snakes he had experimented with tannization on before, and gathered
a couple of branches from outside. “Thou shalt not kill,” he repeated. “Even
thy self.”
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He poured the candle wax on her scarred skin, starting at her eyes. The
wax dripped down her cheek like fiery red tears. The wax concealed the
ugly marks nicely, leaving only a few left to be covered. Brunetti took the
preserved snakes, coiling one around her neck and weaving the others
around the branches ultimately resting them around her eyes. The piece
was perfect. He brushed through her golden hair once more and looked
into her bloodshot eyes. He named the piece of art The Punished Suicide:
an allegory of the results of killing oneself.
*
Brunetti’s masterpiece was a sensation in Italy for a while. His taxidermy
work winning him awards and praise, even by the girl’s own parents.
Eventually the artwork was placed in a museum, sat in a glass box for
generations to come to appreciate.
*
“I wonder what her name was,” Bruno said, looking at the carved letters
sitting on a plaque beneath her that read: The Punished Suicide. 1863 “I
mean she was alive in the 1800s so I’m pretty sure her name has been lost
in history, Dipshit,” Estella stated matter-of-factly, continuing to draw a
nearby statue in her notebook.
“Why don’t you just look at it!” Bruno exclaimed.
“Because it is actually a poor girl who got turned into a creepy stuffed
human by a fucked up madman,” she said, fixated on her pen strokes. “I
don’t even see why it’s still in a museum today.”
Bruno shrugged. “It just looks cool! Stop being such a wuss. We’re on
vacation, don’t suck the fun out of everything. Just take a peek, Estella.”
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Estella rolled her eyes. “Yeah, take a peek, Estella,” she heard someone
whisper faintly.
Her head shot up, eyes darting to Bruno. “What’d you just say?” she asked.
“Nothing, freak. I’m just appreciating the art,” he responded, circling the
glass box the girl was being kept in.
She shook her head and returned to her drawing, fixed on shading in the
statue’s face before she heard the voice again.
“Estella,” it whispered, goosebumps rising on her arms like braille. “Look at
me!” it cried.
Estella panicked, eyes scanning the room in search of anyone besides her
or her brother. But there was no one to be found— it was just the three
of them.
She placed the notebook down on the bench and rose to her feet,
following the ethereal whispers and the clicks of Bruno’s camera. She
stood next to him, eyes closed, facing the glossy glass.
“Yeah!” Bruno shouted, although Estella could not hear him.
“Look,” the voice whispered.
Estella’s eyes shot open. There, she was met with the sight of her own
blue-grey eyes and pale skin. Only this time, her eyes were red and
bloodied, face scarred, an odd bluish hue to her cheeks, no longer showing
her freckles. There were snakes entangled in her hair, and one held an eye
between its jaws. She looked at the plaque. It now read: Estella Bane, 19992019. Estella screamed, taking her face in her hands. She heard a
quiet laugh.
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“Scary right?” Bruno interrupted.
Estella froze, looking at her brother. “What?” he asked.
She shook as if she was nearly frostbitten. “It-It-It’s me,” she stuttered,
putting a finger up to the glass, not brave enough to look back at the head
and bust.
“What the hell are you talking about, Estella?” Bruno asked, more
concerned now.
She looked back, biting her lip so hard it started to faintly bleed. Her hands
shook, gripping onto the glass to steady herself.
This time, she saw a different face, one weathered away over years with
deep brown eyes and golden hair unlike her own. She didn’t recognize
the girl. Estella took a shaky breath and surveyed the face again. “It’s not
me,” she thought, trying to convince herself that what she had just seen
was some insane delusion. This girl had leathery looking skin, marbled in
different hues of grey. Her hair fell to her shoulders, stiff like hay. Estella
examined her cracked lips, imagining what they would have looked
like before.
“Let’s go,” Estella said, grabbing her notebook and then Bruno’s hand and
leading him away from the messed up human masterpiece.
As they walked to the door, the girls cracked lips began to smooth into a
smile of sorts— an ominous stretch of her lips. Estella could sense it, but
didn’t dare to look back.
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*
When the two got back to their hotel, Estella immediately excused herself
to take a bath. She desperately needed to decompress since she had felt
weighted down ever since stepping foot outside of the museum’s archaic
walls. Everywhere she turned she seemed to see the decomposing skin
of the preserved corpse— on the kitchen table laid out as a tablecloth, or
stretched and cut in the shape of a scratchy bath towel. She took a deep
breath, lowering herself into the sudsy water. Her eyes fluttered closed and
before she knew it she was relaxing— that is until she heard the familiar
voice she had listened to earlier in the day.
“Open your eyes,” it said. “Look at me.”
Estella squirmed, tightening her eyes in an attempt to block out the voice.
“Take a peek,” it said, pausing between each word, cracking like the sound
of brittle bones.
Carefully, she opened one eye, and then slowly the next. Her eyes flashed
around the room, expecting someone to be there. She exhaled shakily, her
nerves getting the best of her. Estella reached over to the sink to retrieve
her notebook, thinking that sketching would ease her mind. Her fingers
traced over the cover of the leather book, carefully opening to a new page.
Her eyes widened. There scrawled in horrific penmanship in the middle of
the page were five words mocking the sixth commandment: “Thou shalt
not be killed.”
Her hands began to shake uncontrollably, the tiny book slipping through
her hands and landing in the bath with a splash. She anxiously dug
through the patches of bubbles, desperately trying to reclaim the book.
She searched the bottom of the tub quickly, feeling for it as if she had
suddenly lost her sight. With no luck, she removed her hands from
the water and onto her head, soapy remains running down her arms.
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Suddenly, the bath water started to bubble near her feet, the sensation
reminding her of hot tub jets. She moved closer, placing her ear next
to the surface of the tub, wanting to hear the movement of the water
beneath her. All was still for a moment, the bubbling water coming to a
halt as if someone had turned off the stove underneath a boiling pot of
water. Estella froze, listening for anything that would explain the sudden
eerie calmness of the water, until she was interrupted by a hand shooting
up from the depths of the water— but it wasn’t hers. Instead it was a
bluish-grey in skin tone with gnarly split fingernails that dug deep into
Estella’s scalp.
Bruno heard a frantic scream come from the bathroom and rushed into
the room.
“Estella?” he shouted, looking around the room, his eyes falling on the
murky water that filled the tub, still ever so slightly lapping against the
sides of the porcelain.
“Take a peek,” a voice responded.
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How did you get here?
How could you have been so stupid?
How did you open your heart to him that quickly?
These words pierced my temples as I suppress my tears, my stinging,
aching tears; the kind that feel like fire as they come out, burning your skin
as they roll down your face leaving sizzling scars. My heart felt so low, lower
than it has ever been; just grazing the bottom of my chest as I desperately
tried to overcome the feeling of heartbreak. I sat at the edge of his bed,
looking out his apartment window, praying to God that this pain would go
away, but it wouldn’t.
Nothing was happening; we hadn’t broken things off, he didn’t say he
didn’t care for me, he didn’t push me away but then why did it hurt me so
much? The idea of the “worst case scenario” being he couldn’t reciprocate
my feelings towards him insinuated the idea that we were going to break
up; which felt all too real, like it was already happening.
Panic. All I could feel in my body was this tension as he laid there, wrapped
up in a cocoon of blankets; blissfully napping as my mind fought the idea
of waking him up. This irrational sense that I had to leave took over my
thoughts; let me feel nothing else.
I could have woken him up and talked it out, I could have said to him:
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“Hey babe, wake up. I need your help.” But my throat was all choked up
like it was filling up with gravel every time I let out a noiseless cry. And
as I watched his chest rise and fall so effortlessly, I thought I should just
let him sleep. I crawled off the bed, making my way to the bathroom,
grabbing my bag as I prepared to shower.
After I got out I dressed myself, glancing in the mirror this figure of a
young woman unwilling to face her irrational fear but determined to run
from it. I packed my things, surprised as I exited that he stayed asleep the
whole time. I stopped at moments trying, honestly to rationalize what I
was feeling and knowing I could have stopped and talked it out, but I was
scared: scared of what he’d say, of what we’d do, of what would become of
this connection. So, I took my things, I prepared the lengthiest of texts and
I booked it right out of there. I took a moment to take one last look at his
soft and serene face, tempted to kiss his forehead and be on my way, but I
couldn’t risk him getting up and seeing me like this.
It was the quietest I’d ever left a room. I had had second thoughts about
just sitting in the living room and being with my thoughts, giving myself
space, but I just had to physically and emotionally distance myself. I had
to get out of his apartment; I needed to get away. I closed the door gently
upon making my exit, walking my New York legs to the elevator, but at the
last second dashing out to take the stairs. I almost thought he would get
up that moment as soon as I was out that door, and he’d come after me,
stopping me dead in my tracks. But he never did.
I looked back a total of three times: first before getting on the elevator,
my heart racing as I dashed to the stairs, second when I was outside
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the building, the cold air biting at my fingertips as they wrapped tightly
around my bag, and lastly as I walked off his campus, my heart beating in
my ears as I played music to soothe my soul.
I had come to realize over the next couple of days that my emotional self
had finally caught up to me and was telling me that I had played my own
heart; that instead of taking things slow, I was actually going way too fast.
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An Endless Dic ta torship
María I sabella Na tale Castillo

If you are Venezuelan and grew up in the ’80s, you might have told
me that our country used to be a little New York. That the influence
of cultures was mainly fused before the oil boom in the ’70s created
a noticeable economic growth, and folks from all over the world
immigrated to Venezuela for a better future. My mom tells me that if you
walked down the boulevard in Sabana Grande, Caracas at the time, the
smells of coffee, tobacco, and arepas would hug you. Kids in the streets,
with colored chalks, playing hopscotch until their exhaustion made them
play perinola, trompo, or maybe gurrufío—typical games that involved
more attention than physical stress. My mother also tells me that if you
paid attention to the melody, you would hear the mellifluous sound
of a cuatro. To me, this instrument is like the product of the marriage
between a guitar and ukulele. Shortly after, a Venezuelan girl would
stand in the middle of the street salsa dancing while those immigrants
drooled on their shirts because of her exotic beauty. They had no reason
to leave. Why would they? Venezuela was secure, financially stable,
and a charming place to live. As for many immigrants, it welcomed my
grandparents from Italy who escaped from the war and had four kids
including my father. My dad, who years later would marry my mother,
and have my two sisters, my brother and me. And we who will inherit the
European nationality but stayed in Cumaná; the town where I was born
and raised.
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Now, if I had the opportunity of going back in time to meet my
grandparents, I would tell them to pick any other country except the
country of my nightmares. But because this was a fantasy I imagined
growing up, I had to digest all the angles of my mom’s story. It was
endless, tedious, and irritating. I heard it from so many mouths,
especially from those who enjoyed their youth but now grieve about the
years that will never come; I wondered if they ever thought about my
generation? Unlike me, they were fortunate to live under democratic
administrations before the unprecedented disaster arrived in their later
stages of their life. But I was born just six months after President Chávez
successfully took office in 1999, and his populist charisma let him be in
power until the day he died—one of the happiest days of my life.
For some people, February 2, 1999 seemed to be a promising day. It
was finally the liberation from the hegemony of two political parties:
AD and COPEI, who were equally corrupt and had been threatening
the wellbeing of Venezuelans for 40 years. Many felt that Chávez at the
moment was the only hope of bringing stability to a country that was
largely in debt due to a drop in oil prices and substantial external debt
during the ’80s. The resource mismanagement from the government
propelled a fragile economy that left thousands of Venezuelans
bankrupt during the Venezuelan Black Friday, also known as Viernes
Negro. That day the Venezuelan Bolívar suffered an abrupt devaluation
against the US dollar, causing a significant destabilization of the
currency and the economy. Currency controls devalued Venezuelan
purchasing power by 75% in a matter of hours; banks did not open on
Viernes Negro, and even the Central Bank did not have many reserves
of foreign currencies, causing the government to devalue the Bolívar
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by 100%. Venezuela’s worthless currency translated into less money in
people’s pockets which convinced many to vote for anyone that did not
belong to either of those parties. Their only option left was Chávez, and
for him they voted.
Others like my mom got a bad feeling about him from the beginning.
A fiery leftist, Hugo Chávez was a scrawny, newly political, but
skilled soldier who had zero experience running an office. With his
characteristic red beret and camouflage uniform, he promised to be the
savior and unsuccessfully tried to overthrow Venezuela’s government
prior to becoming president. My religious mom could not believe that
he compared himself to God and with the corroboration of psychiatrists,
she truly believed he was a sociopath. My mother also knew that
Venezuela had been in vigorous crisis when someone from the military
took power in the past and was concerned that history was going to
repeat itself. Many people believed in his narrative, but my mom never
did and she was right.
When Chávez won the elections on February 2, 1999, I had been just
three months inside my mother’s womb. Mom was unquestionably
concerned about the place I was going to live and had a feeling that
he was going to hold on to power as long as he could. Blessed with
charisma, Chávez could be folksy and funny, which helped him build
an almost mystical connection with the crowds. His approval rating
reached a record high during the biggest oil bonanza in Venezuelan
history, but this was only a mirage. The prices of oil had lifted, and
productivity was working on its maximum potential, but it was just the
beginning of a colossal fiscal deficit I would experience when I was a
teenager. The wealth that the government bragged about for so long,
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and corruptly benefited from was ephemeral. And the economy that was
silently showing the cracks would manifest the real consequences during
the last stages of his life.
Chávez used his political capital and a powerful base to launch what
he called 21st Century Socialism—nationalizing companies, seizing
farmland, and forming alliances with like-minded leaders, such as Fidel
Castro who opposed the United States. Chávez’s misguided economic
policies and his penchant for nationalizing every productive industry,
sparked an institutional collapse that nobody could control because all
the power was concentrated in his hands. There were very few checks
and constraints on his authority. He made all the decisions. No one
else. With an economy almost entirely dependent on oil, Venezuela’s
rentier state fell into decline and both poverty and inequality increased.
The socioeconomic and political crisis was marked by hyperinflation,
escalating starvation and disease due to large shortages of food
and medicine, crime and mortality rates, which resulted in massive
emigration from the country. A crisis that Nicolás Maduro, the current
president of Venezuela, would inherit on March 5, 2013 when he
announced Chávez’s death on a mandatory television cadena. Upon
entering the presidency, Maduro’s administration escalated the crisis
and continued Chávez’s legacy of corruption and misery.
Those were my years in Venezuela: uncertainty and fear. Seeing the
downfall of a country and the upraise of two dictators, without knowing
that my life was fast paced, while I patiently waited for the results of
rigged elections that never announced a change. I remember that I
wanted Chávez dead and knew that if it weren’t for cancer, this devil
would still be the leader. He made us turn against each other. He
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transformed Venezuela into a battlefield, in which the knights are killing
each other without knowing what they are fighting for. He destroyed
the economy and failed to turn the country’s oil wealth into broad-based
prosperity. He ruined my childhood and teenage years. He shattered my
dream of becoming a doctor and practicing medicine in my homeland.
He scattered all my friends across the world. But yet the worst of all is
that he separated my family. There is no way I can forgive the person who
fractured my country and tainted my pleasant memories, burying them
under the sea and sand of Venezuela.
Mom had a precise omen that things were not going to end up good,
and she has always been right. By the time I was six, all my family had
a Venezuelan passport and U.S. visa. She said that it was just in case
we decided to go to Disney during the summer. By the time I was ten,
we all got Italian citizenship through my grandparents. She said that it
was just in case something happened. A grown-up version of me now
understands why my mother was rushing to get the passports and
dual citizenship for all my siblings and me. It was the unconditional
and benevolent love of a mother that would do anything to protect
her children and see them pursue new horizons. She was afraid that
something regretful could happen to our future in Venezuela, and we
would be forced to leave.
August 24, 2017
Now my life is in two suitcases and I am packed with all the memories
from home. I gave a goodbye kiss to my dad and a hug to my brother
who I left at the airport in Maiquetía, Caracas. My sisters, who now live in
Europe and haven’t seen in two years, facetimed me and wished me luck
in my new endeavors. I am currently in Atlanta with my mom waiting
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for my connecting flight to Boston. I would lie if I told you that I am not
anxious to start a new life and learn a foreign language from scratch.
Nobody is waiting for us at the airport and no one I know will be living
in the house I will call home for the foreseeable future. Once my mom
leaves, it will only be me against the world while I hold tight to my
dream of one day becoming a doctor.
I already went through immigration, and my legal status says that I am
Italian. I had to deny my true identity because using my Venezuelan
passport is no longer an easy way to go through customs. I have thirty
minutes left before the Delta flight takes off, and I am in the waiting
room and a glance reveals how all the screens picture a debate, and
suddenly Donald Trump is on the screen. Is he really running for office?
I asked myself. I paid attention to his mannerism, mocking tone,
promises; it gave me a creepy feeling. His red hat reads Make America
Great Again. It reminded me of the red beret Chávez used to wear on his
Sunday TV show, Aló Presidente—Hello Mr. President, where he pledged
that Venezuela would be great. Five minutes ago my mother made a
joke about him, saying that he might continue Chávez’s legacy. I hope
she is not right again. I know how this is going to end.
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